How complete a survey of the CSD program.

Each semester we strive to get feedback on how prepare our students were for various clinical education practicums. We continue to make changes both to our academic preparation and our initial clinical training on the UM campus. At the end of the semester please complete the survey “Review of UM CSD program”.

Log into Typhon

On your main page scroll down to: Account Information- Edit your information

Review of UM CSD program
Select Begin new evaluation

Just 9 questions. Your short statements have been very supportive of the changes we continue to improve the quality, matching of students to supervisors, and making this the best experience for both our students and our off campus clinical educators.

Remember to submit when completed.

1. Select a description of your site
2. Select the semester
3. Rate satisfaction with academic and clinical preparation.
4. Rate satisfaction with clinical administration of the placement.
5. Fill in a short statement (s) concerning: With what aspects of your student's preparation were you most pleased?
6. What would improve our student's placement at your clinical site?
7. Did you feel prepared to provide clinical education? Were you satisfied with the supervisee/supervisor relationship? For example, did the student respond to supervision in a professional and mature manner?
8. Would you be interested in supervising another graduate student? Please comment about any incentives or changes that might be supportive for another clinical placement.
9. Select your preferred methods of communication with the University faculty.

Submit Completed Evaluation
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